
The SHUTTLE: The ALICE Framework 
for the Extraction of the Conditions Data

ALICE: A Large Ion Collider
Experiment
ALICE is the general-purpose
experiment at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) designed for
heavy-ion physics. Mainly concerned
with the study of Pb-Pb collisions,
ALICE will also contribute to the LHC
p-p program.
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The SHUTTLE
The SHUTTLE is the ALICE Online-Offline framework that handles and coordinates among the
18 ALICE subdetectors and the 5 online systems (DAQ, DCS, ECS, HLT and CTP)* the
gathering, processing, and publication of the conditions data. The SHUTTLE is providing an
interface between the protected online world and the external computing resources.
The conditions data may be parameters monitored and archived in the DCS and retrieved via
a dedicated protocol, or outputs of dedicated detector-specific procedures called DA
(Detector Algorithms) running in the online systems. These outputs are stored in the online
File Exchange Systems (FXS).
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SHUTTLE Structure and Program Flow
The SHUTTLE runs after the end of each run
asynchronously with respect to data taking. It loops over
detector-specific procedures called preprocessors to
process the conditions data gathered from the online
systems, reformat it into ROOT files, and store it in the
OCDB. Reference data are also created and stored.
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Preprocessors
The preprocessors are the detector specific procedures to produce the conditions data to be used
during reconstruction. They are called within the SHUTTLE as child processes. The status of each
preprocessor at every run is monitored by the SHUTTLE in order to allow error recovery.

Monitoring
The status changes of both the SHUTTLE and the
preprocessors are sent to a MonALISA server and visualized
by the ALICE MonALISA repository. From here, the
processing status, the history, and the output of the
processing can be accessed.
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The SHUTTLE in Production
The SHUTTLE is in production collecting ALICE conditions data
since December 2007. About 67000 runs successfully processed,
corresponding to about 180000 files in the DAQ FXS.
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The ALICE OCDB
The conditions data produced by the
preprocessors inside the SHUTTLE
framework are stored in the Offline
Conditions Database, a set of entries in
the AliEn file catalogue pointing to files
stored in the GRID. Together with the
conditions data, also reference data are
stored in an analogous DB.

Since 2008:

The ALICE Quasi-Online Reconstruction
Aimed at a fast analysis and visualization of the data being
taken, the ALICE quasi-online reconstruction uses some
functionalities provided by the SHUTTLE in order to access
the information needed to steer the reconstruction.

The ALICE Data Flow 
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(*) 
DAQ = Data Acquisition
DCS = Detector Control System
ECS = Experiment Control System
HLT = High Level Trigger
CTP = Central Trigger Processor
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